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SUMMARY

Nearly 200 tests were made on the strength of shear webs of

2_S-T aluminum alloy, with and without lightening holes. The tests

were madoin a Jig of the eingle-specimen type, in which the specime_

is free to collapse completely withoutdeveloping diagonal tension.

The lightening holes were c:tr_lar and had either flanged edges or

beaded edges, the specimens with flanged edges constituting by far

the l_rgest test _'oup. The following eguations were found for the

shear stresses T causing collspse, all stresses being given in

kips per square inch:

(a) So1 d webs: Tcoll = (37-- 0.283 h/t) if h/t < 60

Tco!I = 1200 t/h If h/t ::> 60. The second formula

applies only to sheet 0.036 inch thick; for other thick-

nesses, the collapsing stress may be obtained from a

graph

(b) Webs with flanged holes:

Vcoll(net) = k_c r + (Tult -- Vcr ) D/b_

where the shear stress is based on tl_ net section

(c) Webs with beaded holes: Tcoll = 4_0 (t/h) s/* where

the shear stress is based on the gross section. Within

the rather norrow test range, the size and the spacing of

the holes has a practically negligible effect on the

strength of webs with beaded holes.

In these equations, h is the width of the sheet; t, the

thickness; D, the hole diameter; b, the hole spacing; k, a

correction factor (not differing greatly from unity), which depends
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on the sheet thickness; T.cr, the buckling stress_ and Tult,
the ultimate shear strength of the 1_z_terial°

Simple empirical for_:__las are given for the _hoar stiffness
appropriate to various 6_roupsof specimens. For webs with flanged
holes, design charts are presonted_ these charts make it possible to
determine by inspection the proportions of the lightest web for
a given se_ of design conditions.

INTRODUCTION

The shear webs employed in aircraft structures a._ frequently

perforated with regularly spaced holes to lig_it_n the web or to

provide access to the interior of the struc_ur,o. Ro_d holes with

flanged edges were used in airship girders before the metal monocoqu_

structure cam,9 into general use for airplar_es/ and they continue to

be L_hemost common L.ypo of lightening hole.

The problem of computing th_ str_ngt..h of a web with lightening

holes by theoretical moans offers formidable mat.__oma_mca_ ai_llcultlos.

There appears to bo no published record of a_Dr attem:pt at a purely

theoretical solution, the nearest approach being a general, but

extremely laboriOus_ method of computing the stresses in a.w,_b with

plain holes. It has been necessary_ thorefor._, to rely on tests

for proving the strong_h of perforated w_bs. Individual tests are

sufficient for th_ L,:.,_r_ne&iatepurpose of prey!rig the strength of a

given designj but they furnish no i1_'orm.ation on the optimum d_sign

proportions. A sufficiently extonsiv_ series of systematic tests

would f_rnish infor_tion on the optimum design proportions and

would eliminate the need for many individual tests. U_fortunatoly,

so many parameters ara involvod that a wry larg_ mumber of spooime_

would b_ n_cessary to cover the rang_ of proportions_ this obvious

fact has acted as an effective d_t._rr_nt for _..a_vyears.

A fairly extensive s_ries of tests was publishod by Sch{_ssler

(reference l), but his resulbs have not been fully accopt_d by

aeronautical engineers. A number of aircraft _nufacturers have

be_n int_rest_d for _-_om,_ tim_ in ob_aining addibional da-ba._ it was

fir_lly a_eed that those manufacturers would furnish the test

specimens and the N:LCA would do th_ t_sting. Each x_xnufacturer was

•to use his standard dies for flanging bu_ t;o provid_ a sufficient

number of sp,_cimens to cover t_h,_rang_ of variables as far as

practicable. The specimons tested in the presont investigation wore

furnished by the Bell Aircraft Corporation. Special acknowled_:_,ont

is du_ this company for their willingness to coopsre_t_ by making a



large number of test specLmensat a time when unprecedented don_nds
are being made on all production facilities.

Th_ _xtensive test work involved was perfo!_sd by
Mr. S. H. Diskin of the NACAstaff.

TESTPROCEDURE

In its most general form, th<_,problem of shear webs wit_b
ligJatcning hol_s involves the following variables:

(1) Material of sheet

(2) Thickness of shoo.t_ : t

(3)' Width of sheet, h

(4) Type of edge support of _heet

(5) Size of L,oles

(6) Shape of hole s

(7) "Spacing of holes, b

(8) Shape of fie;ages or beads arottnd holes

it is obvious_ that systematic tests covering-bho entire ravage

of all. variables would r_squiro a prohibitive numubcr of specimens.

Ally given invosti£_tion, then, can cover only. a limited r_igo of

designs and, if it becomes _pparont T_lat a d.ifi_orent r_ng@ of

d_signs offers pro]uise of being, bettor in _sc._morespect, a new

series of t_sts will become necessary. The fact th[_t additional

tests arc c_rtain to be required 1_._kesit d_sirab!e 7;o discuss in

some d(-)_ail:th_ t_st procedure used and the difficulties enco'0_n_crod

in those t,_sts, in order that later investigations may benefit
from the experience gaiuod.

_Te_imens .- The specimQns furnished by. t_-._._Bell A]..rc_ai'-_ _-'-

Corpo_,_ation consisted of the following: 125 specimens with flangGd

holes, including 52 duplicates; 27 specimens with bonded holes,.

including 4 duplicates; 8 spec_laens with plain holes_ including 4

duplicates} and 4 specimens without holes. Typical cross, sec-_ions c£

the flanges _nd of the beads a_'o she%u% in i'i-(-_u__ei. All soocimons

were made of 24S-T alt_mint_ alloy, as wer_ 28 sp_:_ci]n_nswi_,hout holes

prepared by the NACA.
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The perforated specimens ranged in thiclcness from 0.032 to

0.064 inch. Three stan_ar¢l widths of specimens with holes wer8

furnished: 6, 5, and h_4 inches_ measured between center lines of

bolt rows. The nominal hole diameters (clear diameters) were 0.8, 1.1,

and 1.6 inches. All specimens were. about 33 inches long_ the exact

length L was determined in each case by the hole spacing_ the

end being taken halfway between holes. The free ends of the

specimens were reinforced by 90 ° flanges having a width of 1 inch.

The specimens without holes ranged in thicl_ess from O.O15 to

0.065 inch. They were about 33 inches long, with the exception of

one specimen (t = 0.065 in., h/t = 210) that was 77.5 inchos long.

The widths of specimens without holes r_nged from 1 "to 13 inches.

Inspection of the specimens before the tests disclos_l that a

number of t_e flanged specimens had cracks in the flanges, sometimes

radial and sometimes circumferential. Even in an extreme case_ however,

where every flange in the specimen was cracked circumferentially,

the static strength of the specimen was evidently _impaired.

_est_Jig.- Shear tests on sheets with or without holes have

commonly been made in the type of jig shown schematically in

figure 2(a). (See references i_ 2, and 3, p. 603.) This type of jig

is very suitable for tests concerned with buckling loads; for tests

concerned with ultimate loads, however, the jig is ob_ectionable
becaus_ the rigid fixation of the outer bars enables the shear webs

to develop diagonal tension and, consequently_ to dev_lop higher
loads than they could develop in the actual structure.

For the present investigation, ithe sing_l_ test Jig shown

schematically in figure 2(b)was chosen. In this type of jig_ the

specimen is free to collapse completely when the buckles becom_ deep

enough to cause yielding of the material at the crests. Figure 3 is

a scale drawing of the actual Jig_ and figure 4 shows the jig in use.

For a few tests, the jig wasmodified by joining the fixed

bar and the movable bar by links to produce a paral_elogr_m_ in such

a parallelogram jig, the conditions are between those in a single jig

and those in a double jig° The tests, which are not included. in the

paper, indicated an increase in strength of about l0 percent over t_s
sincle- jig results° .

Very heavy bars were used to hold the specimen along the outer,

or free, edg_ in order to insu_._eas uniform as possible a distribu-

tion of the shear stress along the length of the specimen.. The
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importance of this consideration was first pointed out by Mathar.

(See reference 2.) The bars that receive ti:e concentrated test load

(bar C in fig° 2(a); bar B in fig. 2(b)) are subjected to longitudizal

stresses and strains; as a result, the displacement of t]_e loading

bars - and with it the shear strain in the specimens _ is a maximt_n
at the point of load application and decreases from there toward

the end, or ends, of the bars. The introduction of the load at the

middle of the bar (fig. 2(b)) inster_d of at the end (fig. 2(a))

offers two advantages: The maximum _lo_ut of nontuuiformity of shear

strain is reduced to one-,fourth_ and the maximum shear strain occurs

in the middle of the specimen instead of at the ends, where condit,icns

are already uncertain. The size of the bars was chosen such that_

theoretically, the maximum shear strain in the specimen exceeded the

average shear strain by loss than 2 percent in the worst case when

perforated specimens were being tested.

As shown in fiG_res 3 stud 4, two dial gag_s reading to i/lO000 inch

were used to measure the shear deformation of the specimens.

The load was applied by a portable hydraulic tes o!n_ machine_

the accuracy of load measurement was one_.half of 1 psrcent o

Attachment of soecimens.- The large thicl_oss of ti_e loading

bars made it impossible to use rivets for attaching the specimens

to them; half-inch bolts were used for this purpose. The bolt holes

were at first drilled tYzrou_ the specimen with a special llp-cutting

drill. The shear deform_,tion measured on the flrst specimen with o_

out !i_teninz holes ag<reed with the calculated value within the

accuracy of measurement, and the first Costs with perforated

spec_u_3ns gave very smooth load-deformat!on ctuvvas. It was tinorefore

believed that the method of drilling the holes was st_'ficiontly

accurate, particularly since the emphasis in these tests was on

strength, not on stiffness. After two groups of specimens had bean

tested, however, it was found that, under average conditions in

continued testing, the original accuracy of the holes could not be

maintained; in all the rest of the specimens the holes wore therefore

drilled undersize and i!no--reamed. The resaued holes gave better

results than the drilled holes at the exloensG of doubling the time

required for testing; with drilled holes it had be_n possible to

make four tests a day; with reamed holes the avora{_e dropped to two

tests a day. For extensive test series, it would be desirable to

use tapered holes in th_ test jig to provide for taking up the w_sar
caused by repeated receding operations.

Ed_,e s_.- The specimens were at first cla_0ed directly

between the loading bars (fig. 5(a)). A comp_rable de_eo of edge
restraint is not likely to exist in an actual structure. A nmubor

of tests were therefore made with a practical substitute for
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supported edges. Tile conversion into the second type of support was

made as shown in figure _(b). The loading bars wore separated and

drill rods were placed _etweon the bars an& the speci_ens _ion_ the

ironer edges of the bolt holes, The first type of su:?port will bo

referred be as '%ar support_" th_ second, type _s "rogt support."

For the largest values of h/t _sted, che bar support r_a_}_ be

considered to give cla_,Ipededges, the rod support to give supported

edges. At small values of h/t_ the clamping effect of the bar

support is apparently not sufflc=ent to pro_uce the equivalent of

rigidly cla_ped edges, The rod support, on the other he,n&, has sot,to

restraining effect that becor_es more noticeable at lower values

of h/t; it is caused by the restraininE_ _ction of the bolts on

%he po_ts of the spocinien that overh_ng the roAs.

The specimens With flange_ holes were c!ivided into two inter-

locking groups_ one group was tested with bar supports ant! the other

group, with rod supports. The test points obtalne& with rod supports.

app_aro_l to show loss scatter than the test points obtaino_! with

bar supports, and the edge restraint provided by ti_e re& su[!?port

was nlore nearly roprosont_tivo of actuml con_..itions. Re& s_Apports

were therefore use_I for ztost of the speci_ans _.th bea!e__..hol_s _nd

for the specin_ens with plain holes. Both types of support wore

use& for specimens without holes.

LoadinE_p_c_dure. _.in the m_in _oup of tests, each specimen.

_s preloadad once or several times to about 20 percent of the

maximu_ lea& an_ _.,.s adjusted m-_til the _wo c\i_l gs,_es gave, approxi-

z_toly equal readings. The load was then appliec_, in mncre_ents of

500 or lO00 pom_Is until the speci_en oor_pletely collai_se<l and the

loacl dropped off. Dial_.g_ge rea_.ings wore taken at each lea&

increment.

After the strength tests had been completed, e, s_:_allnumber of:

duplicate specimens were teste0_ in the followins _,uuer: E_ch

speci_aen was preloa_ed and ac!justed to sire approxi_tel_ equal

readings on the two _.ial _ages. The lea& was then increased by the

usual increments to two-thir_s of the estimate& n_x_mn_ value an<!

decrease& aoouin to zero. A secon0, run to twO.-thir&s load and back

to zero load was then _ade, an& finally the specimen was loaded to
destruction. These tests were intended chieily to obt_in so_e

data on permanent set; incide_tally, they served the usual purposes

of repeat tests.
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TEST RESULTS

The Strength of Shear Webs

The strength_of - solid shear we bss.- The d._uensions el' the shear

webs without holes and the maximum loads carriecl by them are given in

table 1. The experi_aental shear stresses causing the webs to

collapse Tcoll were calculated, from the tust load causing the

specimen to collapse Pcoll, by the formula

T olI P_col! (i)
..... Le t

the effective length Le being taken as (see fig. 5)

Le = L -

for bar supports as well as for rod supports. This correction for

ineffectiveness at the free ends was also use_! by Sch_/ssler

(reference l) and is based on photoelastlc tests reported in refere1_e 3

(p. 605). Strain measurements made on the upper ha]x" of one

specimen with be_r supports showed stresses equal to 79 and 99 per-

cent of the calculated stress at distances of O.Bh I and 0.4hz,
respectively, frozl the end; the rloasured stress at bho _m[ddlo of the

specinlen w_s 105 percent of the calculated stress. This excess at

the _.iddlo is explaine_! qualitatively by the fact that the lo_d

is applied in concentrated form, as nlentionecl in the discussion of

the test Jig. The fact that a 5-percent excess was noasurod instead

of a 2-percent excess, as estimatec!_ n_y be due to experimental

error, inadequacy of the siz!ole formula usec! for r,_king the estimate,

local overstressing due to oversized holes, ancl finally to the high
load carried in the solid spoc_:len.

The experi_:_ntal values of T coil are sho_n% in figure 6.

Tl_e evidence is not so co_%plete as mig_t be desiroc! but appears to

warrant the conclusion that the method of eclg_ support does not aff_t

the collapsing load. For values of h/t < 60_ the .a_a_a._'-can be repre-
sente@_ by the empirical for_ula

T coil (37 _= - 0.2_;3 h/t) kips per sqt_re inch (3)



At w.lues of h/t > 60, the cttrv_s separate for different thick--
nGssos, the thinner shoots develop hi_er stresses than the thicker
sheets. For a thickness of 0.036 inch, the experimental curve for
h/t > 60 can be expressed by the empirical fol_:__ula

T coil _= 1,200 t/h kips per" square inch (4)

No o.ttG1uptwas nm_.cloto express the curves for other thicknesses in
analytical fo_u.

For comparison, figure 6 also shows the w_ll_Icno_n theor,_tical
c1_ves for -the critical shear _-'_,_._.__ssos Tcr _ These c_ves are valid

__.a_not passed the limitonly o.s long as the stress in the _terial '_ _
of proportionality_ _o_-du_,_vu_.Lthis point, corrections n_,_astb_ ma_lo

analogous to the case of colur,_ curves at low slenderness ratios.

There is no established _letho_l of making such corrections in the

case of critical shear stress, but an upper limit for T or may

obviously b_ obtninocl by using Tcoll whenever it is lower than T or •

_e strength of shear webs with flan_ed holes_.< Because webs

with round flanged li69;t_ning holes are widely ....us_:._ an effort was

made to develop an empirical strength formula of suc_!a__......fori_,oha_ it
could be us_cl for extrapolation _-- "_ ..b_yon,_ the test ran/_%o witl_ a

reasor_blo defoe of accuracy. The forz_ula #_ovoloped. is

F
TColl (nc_,t): k ITcr + (Tul t - Tcr)D/b_ I

where

For_rala (5) for the strength of shear webs with f!ang_od li_tening

holes, as given in this report_ was based on a fairly large

n_mfoer of tests (119 tests). The range of so_:_eof the variables

was, however, quite l_£mited; in particul,o_r, there w_re practically

no tests with a ,_dia_etor-to-iepth ratio greater than 0.5. Addi-
tional tests have b_on started to extend th_ range of variables;

only a few of those t_sts have now boon con_pl<oted (Sept. 1942),

but they appear to in_,icate <lofinitely that the formula beco_,ues

unconservative outside the test range. Pendin+_ the cor._pletion

of these tests, it is roco_m_ended that the a!)_lication of

formul_ confined to w,_bs fa!lin/£ within the

test ran e_e__whi_, b_ ,_efined as follows:

D/h<0.5; h< 5.5 inches_ t>0.32 inch
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TcoII (net) shear stress that causes collapse, based on the net

section. The net section per inch run is taken

t(l- D/b)

T
cr

critical stress at which the sheet would buckle if it
had no holes

Tult ultimate shear stress of _terJ.al

D clear diameter of holes

b center-to,center spacing of holes

-Ik ; 0.675 + 7.5 t (t;:: O.O5O in.)

k = 1.050 (t _=.--0.050in.)

(6)

It will be seen that formula (5) involves the properties of the

material,: n8mely, T ul t and E (in T cr)" The formula gives either

approximately ccrrec-_ values or conservative values for all possible

limiting cases as follows:

F_en the holes are so closely spaced that the flanges of

adjacent holes touch each other (D/b--_--1), the shear stress

developed over the net section may be expected, to equal the ultimate

shear stress of the _terial as long as the sheet is thick enough to

prevent buckling of the narrow net section. Formula (5) reduces for

the case of D/b--_;1 to "_coll (net) = krult, which indicates a net

shear stress lower than Tul t for _hin sheet, increasing to a net

shear stress somewhat larger than T ult for thick sheet. This excess_

_hich has a maximum value of 5 percent according to formula (6), can

probably b_ explained by the fact that the value of T ult as obtained

from reference 4 is somewhat conservative.

When the holes become vanishingly small but a finite spacing is

still maintained or when the spacing becomes very large for any

arbitrary size of holes .(D/b---bO)_ formula (5)reduces to

T coll (net) = kTcr. This value is conservative for large ratios of

h/t gn_ approximately correct for low ratios of h/t provided that

the T coll curve is used as a cut-off curve for T cr _ as suggested

in the discussion of the strength of solid webs.

The linear dependonce of I"coil on D/b was established

empirically_ a sample test plot is sho_nl in figure 7. It was first
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believed that the change of Tcoll she,mid depend on a function of

D, b, and. h, the most obvious one being DS/bh th.at expresses

the amount of lightening (ratio of area removed to original area)

except for inessential constants. It was fotuu(l_ however, that

much closer correlation could be obtained _¢±th the par_ueter D/b

than with D s/bh°

Tables 2_ 3, and 4 give the dimensions of the test specimens_

the test lea<is, the oxperimontai values of T coll_ an& the calculatc<l

values of Tcoll for the shear webs with flanged lightening holes.

The experimental values of T coll were calculated by tL_e formula

Tcoli (net) = Pcoll/Ae (7)

where the effective net cross-sectional area A e was taken as

(s)

n bei_Ig the ntuuber of' holes in the specimen.

The corrGction, for _P,_,_n+_._._._.,._._oo at t._.,._'_aon,ls includo¢l in

fornula (8) is based on she assumption that the _mtorial outboard

of the last hole on each end carries no stress° Qualitatively, %his

correction seems more appropriate for perforated 'ypecimens than the

correction used for solid specir;ons, and it dices not differ greatly

from the correction for so!iC specimens within the test range.

Quantitagivoly, howew_r, the correction is _ot verified an<!

constitutes the largest item of ttucertainty in the evaluation Of the

test datSo The error due to this uncertainty is ostimate_ to be,

in most cases_ less than _ percentj

The calculated values of Tcoll were obtained by using fomlmlas (5)

and (6). The values of T cr neef_ed for use with formula (5) were

taken from the curves sho_m in fig_tr_ e 8. T_es_ _ curves were obtained

by rJ_rawing tentative strai_it lines on all test plots, analogous

to the plot shown in i'iS_e 7. The tentative values for T cr obtaine<!

tnlo manner were then plotted against h/t and faired. The

morlulus E was taken as 10,600 klos oer square _" _..... _ncn and the ultimate

s._noth as T u! t 37 kips per square _ncn, according to reference 4

It will be noted that_ for the two main g_ou]?s of tests (with

re.m:_e£ bolt holes), forilul<_ (5) represents th_ test data quite well.
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Errors in excess of i0 percent o_e shown for ii percent of all tasts_

and the m_._xirmm errors are 22 percent on the conserve, tire side and

i0 percent are shown for ii percent of all tosts_ and the max_It_.l

errors are 22 ]?orc_nt on the conservative side an_8_l0 perc_t are

shown by 16 percent of all tosbs; the maxim_i error on the conserve_-

tire side is 24 p_rcent a_ul the maxi1_am error on the unconservative

sirle, 20 percent. Co_par_d with the foNr,_u!as of reference l,

foEnula (5) has_ therefor_ the twofold advantages of somewhat better

accuracy and of IDuch _rea_r usefu]mess for extrapolating beyond

the test_ range. The test _._oup with ._a_illed bolt holes averages

1O percent low, pr_suL_bly reflecting the i1_'iuence of _u_even load

distribution cause_i by irresular oversized holes.

The stre_], el she,9m _¢eb,_.wi_ beadedholes.-The rc_s_l-bs of

' b,_adad hblss are given in tabl_ 5° Aoaiication_he t_sts on webs with - ' ....

of t,h_ formtula devoloi_d for w_bs with f!angod holes showed largo

irr_ular scatter_ indicating that _he behavior of "bh_ webs with

boar!cA holes differs considerably from th_ behavior of -the webs

with flanged holes. The beaxls stiffen a fairly la_rg_oportion of the

sheet ar_!, as a resu!t_ the webs with bea(!e& holes api_aar to act

_ _ ]_,.e co!laI_:2sing stressraore n_&rAy as tuniforz._.ystiff,no:! sheets. ___

of webs with beaded holes is therefore based on t,h_ _e..,_oas,not on

th_ net_ section anC is calculated by the formulas used for webs

without holes, _.,mo!y, formulas (I) and (2). In order to _L.;phasiZe

this point, the shear stress thus calc_Aated will be J.esignatod

"_coli (_'oss) •

, The experi__mntal values Of Tcoll (gross) _re ].)lotted in

fi_are 9 against'_ " the ratio h/t. Curv_ A is _lottod froi__the equation

Tcoll = 440 (t/h)S/_ kips per square inch (9)

This foz_ula r_presents all the test data for boa<led holes with about

the saz_e _o{_;_ee of accuracy as fo_ulS._ (5) re"3ros_nts th_ testdata

on webs with flange6L hol_s. On the webs havin_ _- hole ,i.iametor

D = 1.05 inch_s, the i_luenco of hole spacing i,s stu_fici_ntly
d_finite to justify the fairing of in,lividnal.c_,rv_-_-for different

hole spacings b. Curve B in fig_,_o 9 is fair0_i throu_ the itest

points for webs with. b = 4 inches_ .curve C throu@-h the test points

for webs with b = 3 inches. The curve for. b = 3.5 inches was

o_itted, to simplify the figure. For the woba havin_ a hole

t_s,..sindicate no relation betweendiameter D = 1.60 inches, the _ _-

the allowable stress and the hole s2acing. Th_ numb__ _)f tests is
not sufficient to rlra_rmore definite conclusions on tLo .influence of

hole size and hole spacing.
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Three beaded-hole spec_lens were tested with bar supports°
It will be noted that the -best points fall pract.ically on the same
curves as points for tests with rod supports. The conclusion
that the method ()f edge support does not influence th_ strength of
webs with beaded holes is in agreement with th_ conclusion first
s_ted that this type of web fails in the s_!e _eneral manner as a
uniform sheet_ because the tests on solid webs indicated no
ir_f!uence of the method of edge support on the strength.

The strGn_th of webs with plain holes.- Since only four
different sizes of webs with plain holes (without fl_.nges) were tested,

it is impossible to draw any general conclusions. The test results

are given in table 6.

The Stiffness of Shear Webs

The shear displacement 5 of a solid web is given by the

elementary formula

Ph

LetO

as long as the sheet does not buckle and the limit of proportionality

of the material is not exceeded. The depth h I of the web between

the center lines of the bolt rows is used in all cases when deforma-

tions are being c_lcul.ated.

The displacement of a perforated web may be calculated by
the same formula if the product tG in formula (lO) is multiplied

by an efficiency factor q . This factor will be denoted by _o

when it applies to the initial straight-line part of the load

deformation curve. For many webs, this initial straight-line part

is so short as to be of little practical significance. The factor

(without subscript) recommended for general use is, therefore, based

on the measured displacement 5 at twc-thirds of the collapsing load;

this load was chosen because, under present design requirements, the

limit load is two-thirds of the ultimate design load.

A simple formula for the shears.stiffness factor may be obtained

by assuming that tbe material between the holes and the edges is

entirely ineffective, leaving as effective material rectangular

strips having a length (b-D); the formula is evidently

= i - D/b (il)
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If this formula is modified by introducing an exponent m

OJ
O

!

--i - (D/b)m (lla)

it may be adjusted to fit individual groups of test data as well

as the scatter of the data will permit.

The experimental displacement curves often exhibited marked

irregularities_ some of these irregularities were probably caused

by loose fit of the bolts_ some by buckling between the lightening

holes. No attemptwas made, therefore, to deriveformulas of general

validity to represent the exp_erimental shear-stiffness factors.

O_ly the results for webs with rod supports are given. It is

believed that the restraining influence exerted by the bar supports

on the shear displacements is never approached in a practical structure,

and the results obtained with bar s_ports are_ consequently, of
no practical interest.

The stiffness of solid webs.- By definition, the shear-

stiffness factor _o equals unity for solid webs.

If buckling begins at a load less than 2/3 Pcoll, the value of

will depend on the amount of buckling. The condition is similar

to that in diagonal-t_nsion fields but is complicated by the fact

that a web free to collapse is more sensitive to initial buckles than

a diagonal-tension web. There were additional experimental diffi-

culties in some cases, such as the small n_gnitude of the displace-

ments caused by hI being very small_ and unccrtalnties concerning

the fit of the bolts. As a result, the usable data obtained are

too isolated to warrant publication.

The stiffness of webs with flanged holes.- The basic formula

(ii) was found to represent quite well the experimental values of

_o obtained for webs with flanged holes having thioL-nesses from

0.040 to 0.064 inch (fig. i0). For webs having a thickness of

0.032 inch, the values of _o were appreciably lower (fig. ii).

The factor B for the stiffness at 2/3 Pcoll is shown in figure i2_

all thicknesses of sheet are included in this p]_ot because there _s
no discernible influence of the thickness on the stiffness factor.

Figure 13 shows the factors _ obtained on the specimens used for

per_nent-set tests. ThQse specimens had been loaded twice to

2/3 Pcoll; it may be assumedj therefore, that the play in the bolt

holes was fairly well eliminated, and the results average

correspondingly higher than the results sho_n in figure 12.
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It may be concluded from figures 12 and 13 that the stiffness

factor may be taken as

--I - (D/bl Zs (12)

for webs with f!al_ged holes when the joint along the loaded edge has

no play; since a well-riveted joint has no play, the formula should

be applicable to webs with rivo ted joints.

The stiffness of webs with beaded holes.- The basic formula (ii)

represents _mrly well the experimental values of qo for webs

with beaded holes having a thickness of 0.064 inch (fig. 14). For

smaller thicknesses, the values of qo are lower (fig. 15).

T_e shear-stiffness factor _ of webs with beaded holes at

high loads exhibits the same characteristic as the strength of these

webs_ namely, that the i_fluence of hole size and hole spacing is

negligible within the test range (fig. 16). The thic}maess_ however,

has some influence and the experimental averages ca_ be expressed by

the empirical formula

q = 0.i + 4.5t (t$ 0.064 in.) (13)

Permanont-Set Tests

The permanent set of shear web may be thought of as caused

by two distinct phenomena: (i) permanent set of the specimen itself

and (2) permanent set in the joints - riveted or bolted - along the

edges.

The magnitude of the permanent set suffered by the specimen

itself depends on the magnitude of the maximum stress and on the

extent of the region experiencing high stresses. In perforated

webs, the maximum stress covers only a very narrow band in the net

section. There may be some concentration of sbross_ but this

concentration would be too localized to affect approcffably the perma-

nent set of the entire specimen. There may exist a buckle ever the

net section, adding local bGnding stresses to the basic shear stresses_

in the range covered by the tests, however,-these buckles were always

very small if at all perceptibie_ and they disappeared completely

upon removal of the load.

At the two-thirds load chosen as standard for defining the

permanent set, the msmimum stress in a perforated shear web may,
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therefore, be taken as approximately equal to 2/3 T cell" Since

T cell is always less than Tult, the maximtum stress is always less

then 2/3 Tul t. In 24S-T al_3minum a].loy_ the yield stress is roughly

equal to 2/3 Tul t. Consequently_ there is little likelihood of

an appreciable amot_nt of permanent set occurring in the net section

of a perforated web loaded, to 2/3 Pcoll"

Permanent set in riveted joints is caused by bearing failures

of the sheet or the rivets and by deformation of the rivets_ Tl_is

subject for_ a separate field of study and need not be considered

here° Permanent set in bolted joints is caused chiefly by bearing
failtu_es of the sheet and by slippage in oversized holes.

The results of the permanent-set tests are given in table 7.

It will be seen tha_ the permanent sets of specimens with flanged

holes tested wi_h bar supports range rou_ihly from 5 to !0 .oercent of

the displacement under load. The net shear stresses are below the

yield stress of the r._aterial_ and the sets recorded are_ therefore,
believed to be mostly caused by slippage in the bolt holes.

The pern_nent set recorded for webs with flanged holes tested

with rod supports are about ten times as large as those with bar
supports. S±ncm the net shear stresses are of the same order of

ma_itude for both groups of tests, it must be concluded that the

slippage in the bolt holes and the bearing failures of i_hesheet were

much more pronounced in the tests with rod SuLT!?orts than in those

wiLh bar supports. TLe differ'-once pres:_mably arises from the fact

that the bar supports transmit an appreciable part of the load by

fric5ion_ thus re!ievlng the bearing ]?resstuoes and delaying the

occurrence of slip. In addition, the bolts are subjected to a certain
.u-] _ ,amount of bending when ol.eload_ng bars are separated by the rods.

_L_ belief that the recorded set is largely caused by slippage

is supported by a study of the !oad-disp3-acement curves discussed in

the appendix. These curves suggest strongly that iL_rge amounts of

slippage take place at loads between 4 and 8 kips when the rod

supports are used. The possibility of large amo_zuts of slippage despite

the use of reamed holes is explained by wear in the test jig. An

index to the relative amount of wear in th_ jig is furnished by the

test numbers, which are gi_'en in tables ! to 4_ it may be noted that

the set tests on specimens with flanged holes carry test numbers 161

to 175o The irregular shape of the worn holes and the large thickness

of the loading bars made it impossible to measure the actual amount

of wear in the holes; it is estimated; however_ that the wear in

man2 holes amounted to at least 0.002 to 0°004 inch when the set
tests were being made.
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S = Tcollht (i D/b) (18)

The result was a series of points from which the strength

curve for the assume& values of h and t could be plotted

against D/h. In this manner, strength curves were calculated for

various standard values of t and for two w%lues of h delimiting

the test range. The strength curves are shown in figures 17(a)
and 17(b) as lines sloping down to the right. The number at each

point gives the value of R determining the optimum hole spacing.

For each web calculated as described, the weig_it was then

calculated. T_e weights obtained were used to construct curves of

equal weight, shown as lines sloping up "to the right. In order to

facilitate comparisons, the equal weight curves are not numbered in

terms of actual weights but in terms of the thick-hess ts of the
corresponding solid sheets.

There were no tests available with D/h< 0.14. The strength

curves and the equal weight curves were therefore stopped at

D/h = 0.15, and straight guide lines were drawn to the values of

D/h = O, which are based on the tests on sheetswit,/out L'oles.

Individual judgment must be used should it be necessary to design
webs falling within this region.

It will be noted that the strength cloves, when extended to
D/h = O, pass near the points derived from tests on sheets without

holes for a c_rtain range but not over the entire range of the two

charts. Theoretically, there is no reason why the strength c_n-ves

should pass through these points, because the theoretical case of a

web with vanishin_y small holes is not identical with the case of a

sheet w_thout holes. The strength curves ass_mue that the optimum hole

spacing is used in each case, which means that there is a finite

reduction of section along the center fin@ of the _._ebeven when the

holes became vanishingiy small. On the other hand, the va].idity of

equation (5) is assured only if there is a flange of a certain depth

around each holeo In the case of very small holes, there must exist,
then, a ridge of closely spaced flanges along the center lino of the

web, and this ridge would exert a stiffen:lug ir_fluence. It should

be realized, however, that this reasoning is theoretical and

qualitative only. Caution should be used in designing perforated

webs in the region where the strength of the solid sheet is appreciably

lower than the strength of the perforated sheet tuitil full experimental
verification is obtained for this region.

For webs having a depth of either 4 or 8 inches, the answer

to any design problem may be Obtained from figure 17 by inspection.
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For the design of webs with intermediate depths, fig]_re 13 was

prepared, using figure 17 as a basis° Tl_e rabio D/h = 0.8 is about

the maximum value that can be used in practice without having undue

interference between the flanges and the rivet rows_ figure 18(b) will

therefore be used to ob:im,in the most efficient desi£_is, because
_ns_ct_..Qnof figau_e 17 indicates that the most efficient design is

always obtained by using as large a hole as possible. If it should

be necessary to use smaller holes, the allowable value of the runnirg

shear S/h may be obtained by interpolating between the curves of
figures 18(a) and Z,_(b).

The dasign charts are based on the assumption that the optimum

hole spacing is used_ Larger hole spacing will increase the strength

but will lower the strength--weight ratio. Smaller hole spacing will

lower the strength as well as the strength-weight ratio. The influence

of the hole spacing is i!lustr.ated by the three test g_oups shown in

figures 19(a), 19(b)_ and 19(c). The figures illustrate the value cg

the formula for finding the optimum hole sioacing when the optimum
falls outside the test range.

E_x_les for use of desi_ char_s.- Exs_@le A: A web 4 inches

deep is required to carry a t-_-ansverse shear load of !_.pO_pounds.

Find the design proportions giving the best strength-weight ratio,

assuming that, practical conside_rations limit t,hevalue of D/h
t,o 0.8.

By inspection of _'zzgtue_17(a), it is found that a web 0.040 inch

thick will _ust carry tlie required load. The hole diameter is

0.8 >< 4 = 3 2 inches. The chart gives R = O.y[_ the optimt_n hole

spacing is, therefore, b = 3.2/0.57 = 5.6 inches. The weight of this

web is sligJitly more than that of a solid web 0.025 inch thick.

Example B A web 6 inches deep is required to carry a trans-

verse shear load of 22_°O pounds. Find the desi_ pl_oportions giving

the best strength-wei_ t ratio, assuming that practical desig_a

considerations limib the value of D/h to 0.i3.

The required ru_n_ing shear is S/h = 2280/6 = 3_O pounds per

inch. Fig_e 18(b) shows that to carry this r_ning shear with a

depth of 6 inches, a thickness of 0.040 inch is required. By

interpolation, the value of R is 0._91. Th_ hole diameter is

0.8 >< 6 = 4.8 inches_ the optimum hole spacing is therefore
4.8/0o591 = _.12 Inohes_

CpAn_arison of bhree +_es of web.- Comparisons between solid _ebs

with flanged holes _m_y be made conveniently by inspection of figure 17.

It will be seen that the perforated webs may be Stronger or weaker

than solid webs of the same thicL_neSSo For a given strength, however,
the most efficient web is always a perforated web, never a solid web.
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Comparative calculations for webs with flanged holes and webs
with beaded holes are shown in table 8. The ratio D/h for flanged
holes was limited to 0.8 3 because larger ratios may cause inter-
ference between the flanges and the rivets. The strength of the webs
with beaded holes was based on formula (9). The hole diameter _¢as
taken as 1.6 inclles_ and the hole spacing as 3 inches_ which is about
the closest spacing possible: This close spacing, although beyond
_the test range, was chosen in order to make the co_._parisonmore
favorable for the beaded holes. As table 8 shows_ however, the webs
with flanged holes require a smaller voltmie of material and, consequently,
are more efficient than the webs with beaded holes unless the webs

have a very low h/t ratio.

Comparisons not included here show that for the same thickness

and hole diameter_ the web with beaded holes will carry more load,

or at least -the s_ae load_ as the _eb with flanged holes. The web

with flanged holes can be made more efficient_ however, by using

larger holes, while the size of the bead effectively limits the size
of the hole.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical ]Laboratory,

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics_

Langley Field_ Va.
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APPENDIX
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LOAD-DISPLACEME_ CURVES OF SHEAR, WEBS

_[nile a discussion of load-displacem_nt ct[rves is only of slight

interest to the designer and to the stress analyst, it is of interest

to the engineer confron'ced with the task of devising a _est procedure.

Increasing attention is being paid to questions of stiffness and,

consequently, there will be an increasing demand _for information that

can be obtained only b_ tests. A discusion of points brought out in

the present investigation will therefore be in order in preparation
for _future tes bs.

It is impractical to present all the data_ onl) s_mples are shown

for the most important test gr_oups." In order to avoid personal bias

in the choice of the samples, the choice was F_de by arbitrar_ily.

desi_ating test nt_bers without referring to th_ ct_z,ves.

The sample c_ves for solid _ebs are shown in figure 90. it

will be seen that the initL_l tangent ag_ees quite we__l with th_

calculated straight line_ but the initial strai_qt-.line part of bhe

c1_ve may be quite shorb.

In ..... -" - -"•re...erences i and z it is stated that the t_yp-,.calload-

displacement diagram starts as a straight line, then bends through

a knee into a second, straight line _"_.¢z_h smalle-r slope, and finall?-

refuels over into a curve appr_._ching th_ horizontal. The l_'neebetween

the two straight-lin_ parts was inter_rete_ in th_se two references

as. indicating the buckling loado

The curve sho_m, in figure .'2'0for s_?_cimen 1 ans_ers this .general

description, and the .knee of' the curve lies in .the.region of the

critical load calculated on the asstuuption cf_su\oported e_6es. On

%he curve for specimen _.D, however, there is obviously no relation

between the, location of the knee of the cua-ve an_ the crit_ic_ll load•

On the perfora_ed _,rebswith bar supports and drilled bolt •holes

(fig. _i) the curves do not show a l_ee _ha_i"mi<!._tbe considered as

indicating a buckling load. On the same type of specimens with reamed

holes, a knee might be _den_._Zz_d on tl_ree of ti_e fotu• curves shown
(fig. _).

On the perforated webs wLth rod supports (fig. _<3), all the c_mves

show a more or less pronounced irregularity° The displacement curve

indicates a sudden reduction of shear st.iffness_ fo].lowed by a sudden
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increase of a smaller amount. It would be very difficult to explain
this action as being due to buckling, when the specimen is free to
collapse. On the other hand3 it is easy to ex.plain this action on
the ass_nption that the bolt holes were oversize and that th® sudden
apparent loss of stiffness is, in fact, caused hy slippage.

If the displacement curves obtained with bar supports are re_
examined in the light of this conclusion: it will be seen that they
show similar tendencies, only much less pronou_ced, Since the bar
supports give a much larger contact area on tile specimens than the
rod supports, slippaga probably• occurs more gradually and is thus
effectively masked.

It is stated in reference i •that the knee of the load-displacement
curve was used as .prime evidence of buckling but that corroborative

evidence was obtained by observing reflections on the stu_face of the

specimen between lightening holes. This metl_.od is quite sensitive

for detecting the instant at which a plane surface begins to curve

slightly, but it is difficult to detect changes of curvature by this

method. In the specimens used for the present in'v_stigation, it was

generally found that the flanging operation had left the sheet slightly

ctu_ved between t_.e holes_ so that it was difficult •to detect buckles

at an early stage of development by observing reflections. In general,

clearly visible buckles b_gan to appear at about 2/3 Pcoll" Earlier

buckling was noted on some solid sheets and on a re,tuber of specimens

with bar supports and reamed holes, but the buckles were often so

shallow that their exiscence remained doubtful over a large range of

loading, sometimes over a range equal to one-third of the collapsing
load.

The observations made lead to the conclusion that the load-

displacement curves obtained in these tests are falsified by

slippage in the bolt holes_ to a moderate extent when bar st\;..oports

were used and to a marked extent when rod supports were used. It

may also be concluded that whenever there is any possibility of such

slippage, a knee in the load-defo1_nation curve ca1_uot be regarded

as a reliable indication that buckling occurs in the specimen.
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TABLE i

50LID 5HEAR WEBS

Spec'_n Test Le

(in.)

_.B 37
ZC 44
?_D 4?-
2E 43

4C
4D 40
4E 41

137A 176
137B 177
13_A 178
136B- 179
159A 184
139B 185
140 190
14_ 191
143 192

32z8
3a,38
3&63
32:78
3z.34
3_..o ?-
3a.44
3;_,6g
,?.7.64
?_7.5Z

_9.57
3& II
32,11
37..15
28,97
69.9#

t;

(in,)

Bar supports,

0.0374 3.94
.0394 3.94
,0385 2.94
,0396 _.94
,0643 4,03
,064Z 3.97
.0634 &94
.0637 3.00
.0420 9.97
.o419
.0237- &22
•0 Z33 6.25
.04_6 1.03
.04_4 L03
• 0 148 1.00
.0631 ZOO
.0619 13.00

h Pcoll Exp. Calc,
_coll , _Ccoll ,

(in,) (kips) (ki_s/r_ in,}(kips/_l in._

reamed bolt holes

L5.7.o 13.oo
15.9O 17_.46
2.0.75
P_1.30
40.00
41,50
47.90
49.00
5.50
6,50
3,48
3,60

40.90
41.90

8.76
18.oo
2_I.£0

Calc.

16.52
16.41
19.23

20.14
Z3.Z_9
£.3.56
4.74_
5.64
5.oa
5.24

29.90
30.79
18,4Z
9.88
4.90

II .38 1.14
IZ.O0 1.04
15.70 1.05
16.18 1.01
19.00 1.01
19.30 1.04

Z3.88 .96
?.3.56 1.00
4,90 .97
4,8B 1.16
5.30 .98
5.30 .99

30,14 .99
30.1g I.OZ
i7.90 1,05
10.65 .93
5.O0 .98

Average of ratios above unity(lOtes_,_) = 1.05

Average of ratios below unity(7tests) = .97
Average of all ratios (17tests) I,OZ

Rod supports, reamed bolt holes

531 13.00 I0 80 8.45 I. 28
5.31 30.50 14.50

?-F 85
4F 86

tN
134B 130
135A 181
BSB- I_
13OA 146
13615 180
141 193

31.94
&_.06

1.22.
I.?_4

_&O8
28._7
3l .99
31.95
29.59
?_9.56
32.41

_0.0377
,OO4J
o014_
.0139
.0401
.039?
.0144

, .0 _44
.0393
,0417
,0148

14.80
7.45

10,02
I0.07-

3.99 3.30
3.96 3.43 7.90

4,71

Z.71
2.71
7,18
7,18

5.30
&64
4.50
3.75
&96
896
5.181.74

4,19
9,77
&IS
7.70
7.?_7

I 0.80

7.60
7.58
4.64
4.53
8.30
830
6.46
6.88
11-06

"I,OP
•98

.9Z
1,18
.98

1.19
1.06
.98

Average of ra_iosabove unity
Average of ratios below unity
Average of allrotios

(7 tests)= I.II
(4 tests) = .97

(IItests)= 1.06

Bar supports 7 drilledbolt, holes a

I 32_ 30.7_ 0.0315 4.00 9.66 9.97 9.b0 1.05
2 17 30.7_ .0406 4.00 t4.15 11.35 I_.£-?- .93
3 I_- 30.59 .0512 4.19 18.90 12,07 14,65 .82
4 I 307_ .0656 &06 36,00 17.87 19,2_0 .93

Average of all ratios (4 tests)=0.g3

aspecimens with drilled bolr_ holes
are not shown on plot,
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TABLE 8

5HEAR WEBS WITH FLAN@ED LI6HTENIN6 HOLES
reamed bolt hole_

or'-es t h D Ae P_oll I Ex.p..I G LE'-_.,IEx
(in.) (in.) ('in.) (in.) (in.) (_lin,) ( kips)l(l{iC_P-Alr_i_ _i_

6A 65 31.2, 21
7A 66 33.0 19 .0314 3,97
8A 67 &3,7 17 ,031,_ ,,,3.97

10A 45 31.2 _.1 .0409 3.97
It A 46 _a.0 19 .041_ 4.00
12A 47 33.8 17 .0400 3, 94
14B 80 31.3 21 .0519 3.97
15B 77 33.0 19 ,0524 3.94
16B at 33.6 17 ,0507 9.97
19B 79 33.0 I 9 .0654 4.03
2.1A 69 35.3 19 .0_}1 4,00
Z2A 70 :_.4 15 .0317- 3.97
83A 71 _.&8 13 .0311 4.00
24 68 :_,7 II .0311 4.00
25A 48 35,3 19 ,0391 4.00
26A 49 3&5 15 ,0392 3.94
27A 51 33.8 13 .07_2 3.97
28 50 38.8 II .0419 3,97
2915 8£ 35.4 19 .0519 3.94
3015 76 ,.,-33.5 15 ,Q572 3.94
3115 63 33.9 13 ,0520 3.97
34B 76 335 15 .0652 3.97
37A 77. 32Z 13 .0309 3.97
38 73 32.7 II .0313 3,97
39 74 34.7 10 .0,509 3.97
40 75 _5.7 9 .0310 3.97
41A 52 32.2 13 .042-0 3.94
42. 53 32.7 II .04ZI 4.00
43 54 34.7 • 10 .047-2 3.94
45B 84 332 t3 .0528 3.97
57A 56 32.3 13 .0406 2,97
58A 55 32.8 I I .0407 _.97
59A 57 34.7 I0 .0396 2.97
60 58 35.8 9 .0404 8.97
71A 63 34,7 ..I0 .0319 LSO
72A 64 36.8 9 ,0318 8,47
73A 59 32,3 13 ,041,0 2,47
74_ 60 32.7 II .0393 2,47
75A 61 34:7 I0 .0395 ?..47
76A 62 35,6 9 .0391 #..44

Strength tests
0,03 l,l..... 3.97 0,77 1,50 0.454 9.35£0.5919.51 i.o6

.77 1.75 .554 IO,50 18,96 17.49 1.06

.77 2,00 .616 IQ65 17,P9 15,86 1.09

.77 1.50 .597 15,80 26.46 82.63 I. 17 ....
,77 1.75 ,7£5 16.40 _2.62 E0.56 I, I0
.74 2.O0 .BO6 14.1o 17,49 18.3_ ,95
.75 1,50 .779 21.50 ?-7.6?- 26.?-7 1,05
.75 1.75 ,$43 Z:_ZO 25.13. 74.73 I.OZ
.7.5 Z.OO t,O_4 24.25 23,97 Z&78 LOS
,77 _.7.5 J,154 3_,00 77,73 ZS,00 ,99

1.14 i I._ ,412 I0.00 24,30 8Z.73 1,09
I. t4- 22-5 .4.85 9,75 Z0. I I 19,36 1.04
I. 14 2.65 .554 113,00 lO.04 17,19 1.05
I. 14 3,00 .582 9.90. 17,00 15.65 t.08
_,13 t.88 ..5_A 14.o5 ?..6.8o 24,50 i,o9
I, 13 2_,25 .615 14.35 ?-3._-f ?-1,76 1.07
I. 14 2,63 .757 1630 21.68 _0,89 1.04
1.15 3.00 .775 15.70 8025 19,33 1.05
1,15 1,80 ,677 2070 30.56 29.B 1.05
1,15 2.Z_ ,804 75.70 29,46 E6,77 I,I0
1,15 &6_ .920 ?,3.75 75,86 ?-4.74 1,0_
1.15 2.75 .O04 3Z.00 3t.87 £9,56 1.06
1,63 2,5Q ,3£3 6.96 Z1,57 Z3,4@ .92
1.65 3.00 .423 7.63 16,05 £Q65 .67
1.65 &50 ,515 9.40 18,27 18,75 tO0
1,65 4.00 ,583 9.60 16,47 16,56 .99
1.62 2.50 ,444 11.80 26.61 76_?-. ,99
,,6s 3.oo .968 ,3_ z_._8v,.o?- ,o,
1.65 s.so7o_ ,5.40_,.sz z,.9s ,00
,60 z._ .970 ,670 z_.4, _,._ 95
1,65 ?-.so ._,o ,i.oozoos _.7, 97
1.65 3.00 . 550 13,55 24.66 _6.Z0 .94
1.65 3.50 ,659 15.50 73.51 ?_3,_0 98
_.65 _.oo .760 m._o z_.,_, ez:97 .96
_.6_ 3.5o .s_ ,_.3o zo._ zi._7 ,96
,.6_ 4.o0 5_ ,,._0,s.87 zoz,_ .9_1.65 z._ :_,,, l l.3o aT.OZ3o.41 .as
,.65 3.oo .531 i3,_ 78,'_8 77.63 .gt
,.05 3.50 .698 ,6.z027.0576.77 .9_
1.65 4.00 .735 17.00 ?-6.00 ?-5.17 .9_

Avero_le of" ra_l'OS above unity (82t_sta):'l.06

Average of rot, io_ below unit), (16t,est_) :. 95
Average of oil ratios (7t0test_):l.OI

7B 172 369
lib 173 33.0

22B 174 33.4
26B 175 33.5
535 171 38..3
69C 170 3_Z

Duplicate strength tests

19" 0.0308 4.00 0,77
19 .0398 4.00 .77
15 .0302 4.03 1,15
15 .0403 4.00 I. 15
13 .0300 ?-.53 1.65
13 :0306 2.53 1.65

1.75 0.543 I0.00 18.41 17.27 1.07
1.75 .70? 14.80 21.08 20.1 I' 1.05

2,25 .465 9.65 ?-I. I8 19.14 I. I I
2.25 .62.1 14.60 73.53 2;_.29 1,06
2 50 .306 6.89 _2,52 25.._ .89
2.50 .312 '7.67 2458 25.57 I .96

Average of r_io_ above unity [_tests)--1.07
Average of ratio,% belowuniLy(Ztests) = .93
Average of all ratios (6tests) t.02
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TABLE 3

SHEAR WEBS WiTH FLANeED LIGHTENING HOLES
Rod su reamed bolt holes

(in.)_0n:)l I b(ins I Ae(in,_ (_ in.) (k_=)

6B f02 31.2

180gB 103 33.8

ZSB

_TB
41B
57B
588
59B
61A 118
62 119

I£-0

la£-
67 1£.4

66 IZ3 35,8I07 32.3 :
7015 108 52.8
71B log :_14.8
7_B 110 358
"ISB 9Z 5_
7415 93 5?-7
75B 94 3&7
76B _ 35.7

;78A I 32.8
- .79A I _3 3&8

80A !14 35._,
81B 96 3ZZ
_B 97 3&8
8_B 98 34.8

99 35,8" I_ 55.7

K)4 35,3
105 33,9

I_ 35.4

116 ,J
117 348

_3
3&7
34"/

5tl_r_th tests
_.i :0.0310 5.a7 0.77 t,50 91453 8/7z 19.Z7 18.0_ 1.07
17 .0313 5.Z7 .77 _.00 .6t6 9.40 15.?-6 13.97 1.09
21 .0404 5.31 .77 1.50 .590 l&£-0 ?.0.68 19.99 1.03
I7 .0407 5.31 .77 &OO .801 19. 15 11_.91 15.77 I_-0

_s o_4 _z'_ ,:;_,.oo 4,o 8._ _.o.__,._, .so
13 .0314 _.Z7 I.1_ a.6_ .5_6 8.0J£- 10.05 ,5.69 I.O,

•o6_ 5,z7 El5 _.a_ .a_ e_._o _a._ zz_6 Lzz
I_ .06_Z 5.Z7 1.15 £-.65 I.I54 __990 Z5.91 _Z,74 1.14

I:. .o_s4 s.3_ I._ ,--,,i .4z6 9.z_ z,.74 z_.sa .m

i _ .o40sl4.z,.,i L6,_ ]_ ._w ,z.zo _._z _'z.oo I.oz
10 .041Z! &_.7 L6,.5 II : .686 13,70 19197 IS.8,:3 I,._

_o .o5z9 4z4 L_s 3._o .as_ a.oo z_7_ _so I.o_
9 .05Z9 4=37 LOS 4,00 ._S5 Z3.60 _.9_, Z&05 )_-_-_" 125 .0665 _Z'/ 1.6'5 &50 .6_ £-1.70 _,?-6 Sl,S5 ]

34_7 . IO .06_9 &57 I 1.63 3.50 !.09£ ?-°J_5 P.637 _49 r.0£-

377; "_(k_OB'_ ....]:65 c.aO .31_ (_°40 _-1:96 _3;19 .95

.0308 ,_._ 1.63 .4.00 .584 g,,_$ 16._5 15,'_|. 1.0.5
I_ .0405 3.81 1,65 &50 .413 10.80 _&14 Z6.)O 1.00

13._

II ,053,?. 3.74 1,60 &O0 .745 19._0 ?_5.76 27.37 .94

,o ,oo9 ,0498 1.65 /993 21._5 ?-3.45 _?.2_94 I.OZ
13 .0649 3.77 1.65 Z.50 ,60_. £.I.50 3_,4_ &:_.70 .99
II ,0635 3.81 1.65 3.00 .857 __4,60 Z869 _W)._3 .95
I0 .065_ 337 L60 &,_O I,II5 _0.70 ?-7.53 Z9.11 .95

,. _Zz4 _7o £.so_ zs,z4 .99
Aver_ e of ratios above unlt.y(Z_Zte_t_=l.CYa
Aver_ e of ratios below unity (17 tests): ,96
Aver_ e of" all ratios (39 test.s} :l 4)1

I 61B 165 32.3

77_ '3_._.
788 16£- 32_.,7
79(_ 163 3_.7

-_A 164 _7
166 32.Z

8&A t68

Duplicafestrength tests

13 O.oLat3 4.3=

I_ _303 S.e405£-£- 3,81
II .0500 3251
10 0500 3,81

II .0_)4#- 3.'/3
I0 .0651 3.88 i

1.60 ?_.50 0.565 14.70 _6.03
1,65 3.50 .505 8,70 I 7._,4
1,60 &CO .564 tS.S5 _7.Z3
1.60 3.00 700 16.D5 ?..3.641.o_3._o ._3 _o._o

1.65 &50 1.084 8..9.60 _-7.31
Average of' #arias above uni.ty
Average of ratios below unity
Average of allratios

.a8.3s 0.92
17.?m i.oO
29.59 .92
Z6.ZO ,9O
_4.59 1.00
Z3.83 I.O0
3Z.a5 .97
30.#3 ,95
&&80 .g5

__tests):
7t_ts)=
9tests): ,_,
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S_ecimenTest

14A 14
IbA 15
16A 16
/gA 3
£.9A 18
50A 19
_IA 20

33A _27"
_A z8
35A 13
36 _9
45A 2-2
46 23
47 #4
48 26

49A __P__
51 I0
5_ II
53A 3_
56 _
65A
66 31
7OA 35

TABLE4

SHEAR WEB5 WITH FLANGED LIGHTENIN6 HOLES
05or s_ports_drilled bolt holes]

(in.) (.in .) (in.) (in.) (sq ,n.) (kiDs) (kips/_in _,(kip_'sli_ _c.

(i_.._ _1 0.0495 4.06 035 1.50 0.743 14.70 19.80 2_).33 0,78
_b ,9 .o5,o4.06 .75 ,.75 .916 19z0 zo,gz _3._0 .08
33.7 17 ,0507 4.03 .'75 2..00 1.0_4 18.50 18.24 £.Z,53 .8_
32.9 19 .0658 4.00 37 1.75 1.161 ?_8.00 _4.1i_ Z._,,?_2 .85
35.3 19 .0509 4,03 I. 15 1.88 .664 ?_0.?_.5 30.4-9 _.8.79 1.06
33.4 15 .C_Z.?. 4.06 I. 17 &£.5 .789 1840 243.31 ?.6.57 .88
_3.7 13 ,05_.7 /-i,06 '.'_ _..63 .933 21,40 _,94 ?-4.61 ,93

_z7 ,, 00_ 4.0_ ,.,5 3.00 ._-_ ,9.00 za,o z3.zs 87_5.4 19 '. 4.03 I. 15 1.8_ .850 _.02.0 30.84 _1,31 .99
_.5 15 .0649 4.06 I. 15 2,25 1.000 28.45 28.46 _9.18 .98
33.8 13 _51 zf.O3 ,.1_), ?.,63 t.15Z 2780 ?.4.13 i_7.90 .86
3z.7 I_ _,_," 4.o0 1.15 ' 3.0o ,gi0 Zs.00 Z3.97 26,79 89
32.3 13 [uu=, 4,15 1,60 Z.50 .56._ 14.95 26.57 ?.9.48 .90

34.7 10 .O516 406 1.58 3.50 59Z 20,10 Z2.54 Z4.65 .91
35.7 9 .0510 4.03 1.63 4.00 ,967 21,95 L_.70 Z3.47 .97

3z.7 ,, o048 _. _.65 _.00 .a75 _3zo _6_z z_.gz _9
34.7 I0 .0657 4.03 1.60 3.50 1.123 27.90 ?-4_4 £8.42 .87

_,_ 9 o64z 4.00 ,6_ 4.00 _.z_ _o._o 24.8z z7,o_ ._z3_Z 15 .0311 &O6 1.6 2.50 .32 7.09 21.64 i_4.46 .89
35.8 9 .0317 &O6 1.65 4.00 596 10.25 17.20 18,43 .9_
_Z ,s .o_s_ 3.19 ,.6o z._o .7o7 z_.oo _,.,o 3_.oz .93
_._ II .066£ 3,06 1,63 3.00 .907 ?.6.05 ?.8.7Z 32.55 88_327 I1 .0-%12 2_.56 1.62 3.00 .451 8.40 19.51 Z2,93 :

Average of rotio5 above unity(I test) = 1.06

Averoge of retios below unity (£.4tests)" .69

Averac_eof allratios(25tests) : ._0

Specimen Test

NFIA 156
NFZA 155
NF3A 154
NF4A

TABLE 6
5HEAR WEB5 WITH PLAIN LIGHTENIN_ HOLES

[Rod supports reamed bolt holes]

Le Musher t. h- D b Pcoll EX. Ae I_¢ollE_r_t)

of nholes(in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (kips) (sq,in.) I(k_G-__/SClin,
Strength tests

.05 2.5 0.0311 B.26 1.00 1.25 5.61 4.14 0', 187 19,35
7.035 2__.5 .0407_. 5,,.2 7 1.00 1,25 5.67. 5.05 ,_Z41 _3.51

£8.0Z 25 .O514 5.27 1.00 I,Z5 8.40 5,63 .308 ?-724
153 E7.89 25 0649 5.?.7 1.00 I.Z5 11,90 6.58 389 30,56

NFIB
NF28
NF38
NF4B

Duplicate strength tests

189 ?_7.95 25 0.0307 5.34 1.00 I.?_5
_8_ z7,98 Z5 .0z+00 5.z7 1.00 I,Z5
187 27.97 25 .0499 5,31 1,00 t._-5
186 _7,99 25 ,06z+3 5.20 1.00 1.25

3.60 4.ZO 0.184 19.54
5, 84 52_2 ._40 Z4.5S
8.36 5 99 299 27.9Z

12.45 6.53 .386 32Z7
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TABLE 5

SHEAR WEI_ WITH BEADED LIOHTENIN6 HOLES

I Numl_rl t E p°_I l" (in,) ' '

IOIA 147 Z9.64
IOZ_ 141 Z9.77
1031k IZ5 Z_70
IO_A 140 P,,,9.74

',_, ,o,'__,_
107 15Z :_,.17
io_ 143 _ LE4
109 144 3E.:Z4
I10 _ 145 35._4

l I 128 .30,_.0
1_ Ii__ 3_.I9113 332D

114 135 30.19

,,,"_I_ _:I-_
I_'_ l,q _'__.09
IZ3 14_- 31.67
I__7
lEO IZZ_' ._l?_,703170
I 31 138 ,_| .63
13Z 139 32.70

II
II

II
10

5 Z 7' 1.05
5.Z 7 1,03

.O,;_F 4.?-9 1.05
,O___'..Z 42.7 1,08, o_ ._ ,08

II Oiil_ 4._7 1.05
Io :o4oo,l.z7 i.o7
9 .0C_14 . 4&7 1.07

I I O_'J_ _Z7 •L03

9 0506. 4.Z7 LO.
1i .6_46 43 r i,o-_
10 .06?.8 431 1.03
9 0643 _34 1,03

I0" ,03115_-7 1.60
9 .03005.31 1.60

I0 .0376 5.?-7 1.60
10 ,050;35.?.7 L60
9 .0506 5,_7 1,60
10 06355.31 1.60
9 _ .06_7 5.Z7 1,60

Rod_upportsl r_tm_l. boltholes
_:0316 5z71 1.05 _,'oo

"9_ 5.Z7 I.I 0 3.00 I2.70 10.83

__00' '§.6f ' 9.46" I.OZ
ll, 15 37

.9_
,99

1.08
1.16
.95

1.06

3.00 ZO. lO I_I...=l_13._
3.00 343.40 15.95 I&ZO
&O0 10.45 I0,67 I117_.
_50 11.80 11._S IO,7O
_.oo I&35 i&_i ior_s

3,5Q I_,_.0 14.1¢ 13._0
4.00 19.75 I._05 I-_I_ 1.15
300 ?_2.00 14511 I_i80 .=J_
3.'a0 _,,_._0 I,,_ I_i0 .96
4.0o ?_5o 16g_ I_.NI 1.07
_0034.00 17.00 187_ .g,
$.50 $9.00 19.51 1850 1.0,
400 41.80 19.60 18,'_. I.',
3_0: ,_ 10.10 9._ IJ'
4.00 t),z.lO 959 9.0_ US_
3.50 14,00 11,7{) 10.76 I.i9
350 _90 I&,l 13.50 .!,7
4.00 _&Z5 1_45 13.515 ._._J
t5030.70 15.. 1600 .E6
4.00 31,_t0 15.51 16.10 .:.5

Average of ratios above unity ( It te_ = 1.00
Averc_ of ratios below unity ( IZt_.s): ._

Average of oil ratios (£3t_at_ =I.OP-

lO4B I 157 1 _9,641 II

Duplic=te strength tests

Rod supports, reamed bolt holes
IO.O64_I 5.a7 I Lo3 I 3.00130.70 I 16.16 I 16.10 I t.oo

IOIBI I_0 I;_9.741 III_ "_ _o

Strength tests
Bar Support% reomed bolt holes

,oo_o_I_.__',o_I=]:__L,,_o,',_._,,,_, ,.o_I .0_9Ol 3.9"_ I _ 15.80 13.0_I 13.7sl "._9.o_ I _,_z_ _;_ _,ooI'_._oIm,ST_ m.9oI ._I

Averu_ .ofdlrotios(_tests)= 1.00
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TABLE 7

PERMANENT-SET TESTS

I tun 1 run-P- .

Webs with fbnged holes

Web5 with beoded holes and l_r supports I

I

i o5Olidwebs with rod su rt3So :

Q_ (net) ,

TABLE 8

COMPARISONSBETWEEN WEBS WITH
FLANGED HOLE.5 AND WEBS WITH BEADED FiOLE5

Fhnged holes " D/h = O.8
Beaded holes • D=I.6 in._ b= 3.0in.

h t 5
(in.) (in.) (Ib)
4 0,064 3500
4 .0Z5 790
8 .O64 4840
8 ,0£5 15ZO

,_'/fIe r,,,'_r

0.1811

.06_1

.3£16

.I_5

Vb ea,_,_l

(,nViiC.)-
0.1745

.0745

.4170
ZllSO
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Figure 1.- Typical cross sections of flanges and beads.

(a) Double ji 9. (b) Single jig,

Figure £ -Schematic arrangements of test jigs.
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Figure 4.- Test jig in operation.
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Figure El.- Load-displacement curves for flanged-hole
webs with bar supports and drilled bolt holes.
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